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Dear Miss Chan,
Legislative Council Panel on Financial Affairs
Follow-up to meeting on 3 April 2006
Thank you for your letter of 8 May enclosing the questions raised
by the Honourable James To concerning the listing of The Link Real
Estate Investment Fund. The Administration’s response is attached.
Yours sincerely,

( Miss Joey Lam )
for Secretary for Housing, Planning and Lands

The Administration’s Response to the Honourable James To’s Questions
Relating to the Listing of The Link Real Estate Investment Trust

Question 1
(a) The former Permanent Secretary for Planning, Housing and Lands
(Housing) [“PSH”], Mr CM Leung, met with Mr Paul Cheng on or
about 3 February 2005 to explore whether he would accept an
invitation to be the chairman of The Link Management Ltd.
[“LML”].
(b) On or about 4 March, Mr Paul Cheng verbally informed PSH that he
would accept an invitation to be the chairman of LML.
(c) On 15 March, LML’s board of directors approved by circulation the
appointment of Mr Paul Cheng as chairman of LML with effect from
1 April 2005.
(d) On 24 March, LML issued a formal appointment letter to Mr Paul
Cheng, who accepted the appointment formally on the same date.

Questions 2 - 5
(a) After the board of directors of LML had approved the appointment
of Mr Paul Cheng as chairman with effect from 1 April, but before
the issue of the formal appointment letter to Mr Paul Cheng, Mr Paul
Cheng verbally informed PSH that he had been invited by Deutsche
Bank [“DB”] to be its adviser, and asked PSH to advise whether he
could accept it. The exact date could not be ascertained as there
was no written record. Since DB was not directly involved in the
Link REIT IPO and did not provide any service to LML or The Link
REIT, the question of conflict of interest did not arise. Hence, PSH
did not ask for details about the adviser position nor raise any
objection to it.

(b) Subsequently, and before 1 April, Mr Paul Cheng informed the
Company Secretary of LML (who was the secretary to LML’s board)
about his DB appointment. The Company Secretary then arranged
for the inclusion of this additional information in Mr Paul Cheng’s
bio-data which was published on LML’s website on 1 April.

Question 6
The HA did not know whether or not Mr Paul Cheng received any
remuneration for serving as an adviser to DB, until he disclosed the
information to the LegCo Financial Affairs Panel in April this year.

Questions 7 & 8
There is a discrepancy between the HA’s press statement dated
8 December 2005 and the paper submitted to the LegCo Financial Affairs
Panel for discussion on 14 December 2005, on when Mr Paul Cheng first
informed the HA about his adviser role with DB. We confirm that the
account as stated in the paper considered by the Panel is the correct one.
A chronology of events explaining the reasons for the discrepancy is
provided at Annex.

Question 9
In considering candidates for appointment to LML’s board as
independent non-executive directors, the HA reviewed the candidates’
background, including positions (known to the HA) that the candidates
were holding that might had conflict with their appointment as an
independent non-executive director of LML. The HA also requested
candidates to review their association with other organisations and to
declare any potential conflict of interest. The HA did not ask candidates
to disclose detailed information about all the remunerated positions that
they held.

Annex
Chronology of Events in December 2005
(a) On 7 December, a reporter from a local newspaper asked LML to comment
on potential conflict of interest between Mr Paul Cheng’s role as chairman
of LML and his adviser role with DB, in the light of DB’s disclosure that it
had acquired more than 5% of The Link REIT. LML replied to the
reporter on the same day. The HA received a copy of the reporter’s
written enquiry and LML’s response.
(b) On 8 December, the newspaper concerned published an article on the
matter.
(c) After the article was published on 8 December, the HA received numerous
media enquiries and needed to respond on the same day. As PSH (Mr C
M Leung) was on leave in December 2005, it was not possible to check
with PSH exactly when he was first informed by Mr Paul Cheng of his DB
appointment.
(d) In the short time available, and as there was no written record, the HA
consulted the former Company Secretary of LML (at the time Mr Paul
Cheng was appointed chairman), and was informed that DB made a public
announcement1 about the appointment of Mr Paul Cheng as its adviser in
late April 2005, and that Mr Paul Cheng had informed the HA (PSH) about
the appointment around that time. The HA and LML each made a press
statement to this effect on 8 December.
(e) Subsequently, after further recollection the Company Secretary of LML
told the HA that in fact Mr Paul Cheng had sought the views of PSH in late
March. In addition, Mr Paul Cheng’s adviser role with DB was included
in his bio-data on the LML’s website on 1 April 2005. This was verified
against email correspondence record at that time. Hence, in the LegCo
Financial Affairs Panel paper, we mentioned that Mr Paul Cheng had
informed the HA shortly before 1 April about his DB appointment.

1

A copy of the press announcement is at Appendix.

